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Introduction.

The method invented by Benjamin Peirce t for treating the problem to

determine all hypereomplex number systems (or algebras) in a given number of

units depends chiefly, first, upon the classification of hypereomplex number sys-

tems into idempotent number systems, containing one or more idempotent num-

bers, \ and non-idempotent number systems containing no idempotent number ;

and, second, upon the regularizaron of idempotent number systems, that is, the

classification of each of the units of such a system with respect to one of the

idempotent numbers of the system.

For the purpose of such classification and regularizaron the following theorems

are required :

Theorem I.§ In any given hypereomplex number system there is an idem-

potent number (that is, a number I + 0 such that I2 = I), or every number

of the system is nilpotent. ||

Theorem H.*rj In any hypereomplex number system containing an idem-

potent number I, the units ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en can be so selected that, with reference

♦Presented to the Society February 27, 1904. Received for publication February 27, 1904,

and September 6, 1904.

t American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 4 (1881), p. 97. This work, entitled

Linear Associative Algebra, was published in lithograph in 1870. For an estimate of Peirce's

work and for its relation to the work of Study, Scheffers, and others, see articles by H. E.

Hawkes in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 24 (1902), p. 87, and these

Transactions, vol. 3 (1902), p. 312. The latter paper is referred to below when reference is

made to Hawkes' work.

t If the hypereomplex number A + 0 and A2 = A, Peirce terms A "idempotent," loc. cit.,

p. 104.    Seep. 512 below.

\ Peirce, loc. cit., p. 113 ; Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 321.

|| If, for some positive integer m, A'" = 0, Peirce terms the hypereomplex number A "nil-

potent," loc. cit., p. 104 ; see also p. 512 below.

If Peirce, loc. cit., p. 109 ; Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 314.
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to I (termed the basis), they shall fall into one or other of four groups as

follows :
1st group:        Ie. = ei = eiI (i=l, 2, •••, »').

2d group: Iei = e.,eiI=0        {i = n'+ 1, «' + 2, • • -, n" ),

3d group:        Iei=0,eiI=ei    (í = »"-f-1, n" + 2, •■-, n'"),

4thgroup: Iei=0 = eiI (f = n'" + 1, ri" + 2, ■ ■ -, n).

When so selected the units ex, e2, ■ • -, en of the number system are said to be

regular with respect to P* The units ex, e2, • • -, en, of the first group form a

subsystem by themselves to which the idempotent number / belongs and of

which / is the modulus ; and 7" may, therefore, be chosen as one of the units of

the first group.

Theorem III. f The basis or idempotent number I may be so chosen that

there shall be no other idempotent number in the first group.

Theorem IV. \ In an idempotent number system § ichose units are regular

with respect to the basis or idempotent number I, chosen as one of the units,

the remaining units of the first group can be taken to be nilpotent, \\ and will

then constitute a non-idempotent system by themselves, provided the first group

contains no second idempotent number.

Of these theorems requisite for the establishment of Peirce's method, his

proofs of theorems I and IV are invalid. In a recent paper, cited above, by H.

E. Hawkes, in these Transactions, he has fully established this chain of

theorems, and thus, finally, placed Peirce's valuable method on a rigorous basis.

But, whereas Peirce's methods are purely algebraic and involve only elemen-

tary considerations, Hawkes has recourse to the theory of transformation groups

in establishing theorem IV, thus introducing conceptions unnecessary for the

establishment of Peirce's theory and foreign to his methods. In the paper

referred to, Hawkes has contributed a very valuable extension of Peirce's

method in the conception of the regularization of all the units of a non-nilpotent

number system with respect to each of certain idempotent numbers chosen as

units.^y

The object of this paper at the outset was to establish Peirce's method with-

* Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 316.

fPEiRCE, loc. cit., p. 113; Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 316.

{Peikce, loc. cit., p. 117, 118 ; Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 322. This theorem may be expressed,

otherwise, as follows. In a number system c,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en with modulus e„ but no other idem-

potent number, the units ex, e2, ■ • ■, en—\ can be taken to be nilpotent and will then constitute

by themselves a nilpotent system.

§ See p. 509 ; also p. 512.

II See note p. 509 ; also p. 512.

IJHawkes, loc. cit., p. 317 ; see also p. 512 below.
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om¿ recourse to the theory of groups. Employing methods purely algebraic, I

give a proof of theorem I, which is, I think, somewhat simpler than that given

by Hawkes ; and I establish theorem IV by ¿^e extension to number systems

in general of the scalar function of quaternions ;—an extension suggested by

my previous extension of the scalar function to matrices of any order,* and by C.

S. Peirce's theorem that any number system can be represented by a matrix, f

The results of this paper in its original form were given at the February

meeting of the American Mathematical Society of the current year ; and the

paper was to appear in the July number of these Transactions. But the

employment of algebraic methods only, suggested to the editors an extension of

the scope of the paper to the consideration of what may be designated as num-

ber systems with respect to a domain B of rationality, namely, the considera-

tion of the totality of numbers
n

Ea.e.
i=l

of a number system e,, e2, ■ • -, en, where the a's are rational in the domain B

of rationality of a given aggregate of real or ordinary complex numbers includ-

ing the constants of multiplication of the system, — all transformations of the

system being rational in B \. At their request I have revised the paper from

this point of view ; and I give generalizations of all of Peirce's theorems with

reference to a domain of rationality. § These results constitute a step towards

the enumeration of the types of number systems to which all number systems

in a given number of units are reducible by transformations rational in a

given domain. I find that the conceptions on which Peirce's method is based

are applicable to this problem. In a subsequent paper I shall give further

results leading to a resolution of this problem.

*See Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 22 (1891), p. 67,

where I have applied this extension of the scalar function to a problem of Sylvester's.

•fSee Encyclopädie der Mathematischen W issenschaf ten, vol. 1, p. 170, where

this theorem is ascribed to En. Weyr, though reference is made to C. S. Peirce's prior statement

of the theorem in another form. It was established by C. S. Peirce in 1870 for certain of the

number systems given in Benjamin Peirce's Linear Associative Algebra, and enunciated

as probably true for number systems in general. See Memoirs of the American Acad-

emy of Arts and Sciences, new series, vol. 9 (1870), p. 363 ; also Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Circulars, no. 22 (1883), p. 87. C. S. Peirce gave a demonstration of the general

theorem in the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Scie nces, vol.

10 (1875), p. 392, and subsequently in the American Journal of Mathematics, vol.4

(1881), p. 221.
In the development of the theory of the scalar function given below I have not employed C.

S. Peirce's theorem, or the conception of a number system as represented by a matrix. See p.

514 below.

Í The arbitrary domain of rationality is not necessarily composed of real or ordinary complex

numbers, e. g., the Galois fields are not.    The Editors.

§ In its original form, this paper treated a special case of such systems: namely, that for

which the constants of multiplication of the system were real and K included every real scalar,

— the case of real hypereomplex number systems.
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The nomenclature employed by Peirce will be followed, in general, in this

paper. Thus the first factor A in any product AB is termed the facient, the

second factor B, the faciend : *

if AB = A = BA , A is an idemfactor with respect to B ;

if A B = A, A is idemfacient with respect to B ;

if P^l = A, A is idemfaciend with respect to B ;

if A B = 0 = BA, A is a nilfactor with respect to P ;

if .4P = 0, A is nilfacient with respect to P ;

if P^4 = 0, A is nilfaciend with respect to P ;

if A 4= 0, and A2 = A, A'xs idempotent ;

if ^4m = 0 for some positive integer m, A is nilpotent y f

and  a  number  system which contains  no idempotent number is a nilpotent

system. |

A number system which contains one or more idempotent numbers is an

idempotent system. §

The units of an idempotent system are regular with respect to the idempo-

tent number I oí the system when so chosen that each falls into one or other of

Peirce's four groups, mentioned above, p. 510, with respect to JT. §

A hypercomplex number A, satisfying the conditions fulfilled by the units of

the Icth group (1 = k = 4) with respect to the idempotent number /, is said to

belong to the &th group with respect to I.

If A belongs to the k-th group with respect to I, it is linear in the units of

that group, and conversely. || In particular, /belongs to the first group, and

may be taken as one of the units of that group.

Following Hamilton, the term scalar will be employed to denote a real or

ordinary complex number.^] If A is any given hypercomplex number, I shall

designate by the term polynomial in A the hypercomplex number

cxA + c2A2+ ••■ + cfA*

linear (with scalar coefficients) in positive integral powers of A . For any given

number A of the system, there is at least one linear relation between the first

n + 1 power of A, and, therefore, a smallest integer m S= n -f 1 for which

A, A2, ■• -, A"1 are linearly related.    This linear relation,

* These terms were suggested by Hamilton-, who employs theterms "factor" and "faciend"

to denote A and B respectively, Lectures on Quaternions, p. 38.

t Peikce, loc. cit., p. 103-104.

X Peirce, loo. cit., p. 115.

§ Hawkes, loc. cit., pp. 314, 316.

|| Peirce, loc. cit., p. 110. If IA = A = AI, A belongs to the first group with respect to I;

if I A = A, AI=0, A belongs to the second group with respect to I ; etc. For the group of the

non zero product of any two numbers or units belonging to the various groups, see Peirce, loc.

cit., p. Ill, and Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 316.

If Lectures on Quaternions, pp. 58, 664.
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il(A) = A™+pxA'»-i + ■■■ + Pm_2A2 + pm_xA = 0,

I shall term the fundamental equation of A.    Let

f(A) = ^cqA« (e, + 0)
q=X

be any polynomial in A: if f (A) = 0, then p = m and

p—m

/(A) = £7A*ii(A)
q=0

for any scalar A; conversely, if

p—m

/(*) = 2>A«ß(\),
3=0

thenf(A) = 0.
The constants of multiplication of the units e,, e2, • • •, en of  the number

system will be denoted by y.Jk for i,j, k= 1, 2, ■■• n, and thus

e.e. = y.., e, + y..„e„ + ■ • • + y., e ;
i   j ' yl    I     '      ' tj2   2    ' '      ' tjn    n>

and the domain of rationality of the constants y..k will be denoted by B(yi.k).

The coefficients px, p2, ■■ -pm_x of the fundamental equation £l(A) = 0 of

the hypereomplex number A = a,e, + • • • + anen are rational functions of

a,, a2, • • • an for the domain B(yVk) , being rational functions, for the domain

B( 1 ), of a,, a2, • • •, an and of the constants yi.k of multiplication of the system.

Let B' denote the domain of rationality of any given aggregate of scalars.

The totality of hypereomplex numbers

n

A = 5Z a.e.,
i=l

for all possible sets of scalars ax, a2, • ■ -, an rational in B', will be said to consti-

tute the hypereomplex domain ß(Ä'; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en); and any such number

A will be said to belong to M.(B' ; e,, e2, ■ • -, en). If p is any scalar rational

in B', and both A and B belong to U(i?' ; e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en), so also does pA and

A + B ; moreover, AB belongs to this domain provided B' contains B(yijk),

but, in general, not otherwise. Therefore, if c,, c2, ■ ■ ■, c are rational in B' and

A belongs to K.(_Z?'; e,, e2, •• -, en), the polynomial

tc A"
¿—I     q

q=l

belongs to this domain if B' contains B(yj.k).

Let new units e[, e2, ■ • ■, e' be introduced by the linear transformation T,

and let y'Vk denote the constants of multiplication of the new system.    Then,

Trans. Am. Math. Soe. 34
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if T is rational in R', the new units e'x, e'2, ■■■, e'n belong to El

(R' ; ex, e2, ■ ■■, en), and conversely ;

if T is rational in R', the hypercomplex domains E(P'; ex, e2, ••■, en)

and H (R'; e'x, e2, ■ ■■, e'f) are identical, and conversely ;*

if Tis rational in R', and R' contains R(yiJk), it also contains R(y'i.k).-\

§ 1.   The scalar function of a hypercomplex number.

Let
n

A = T)a.e.
í=i

be any number of the given hypercomplex number system ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en.    I

shall employ SA, in designation the scalar of A, to denote that function of the

coefficients a and the constants 7tf7( of multiplication of the system J defined as

follows : §
1 /       n n n       \

(1) SA - - ( «,17«, + aXly, + • • • + «„Zt* ) .
'"   \        3=1 3=1 3=1 /

Whence, if p is any scalar, || and

B^JTb.e.
i=l

is any second number of the system, it follows that

(2) SpA = PSA,

* In order that T shall be rational in B' it is only necessary that IS ( B' ; ex, e2, en ) shall con-

tain ñ (K ; e[, 4, •■-, e;,).

fin particular B' may be identical with B(yijk), in which case, if T is rational in B(yy¡,),

this domain contains B ( yfa ) ; but, unless the coefficients of T are rational in B ( 1 ), B ( y'yt ) is,

in general, not identical with B( Yqt).    Thus, if

V o   o/ \o o/

ex, e2 constitute a number system, and B ( yyt ) contains V 2 ; and, thus, the transformation

,_   1 ,_

V 2

is rational in B(yijk).    But the constants of multiplication of the new system are rational in

B ( 1 ) ; and, therefore, B ( yL ) is not identical with B ( y„t ).

} See p. 513 above.

\ If n = 4, and ex, e2, e3, e4 are the quaternion units, this definition accords with the custom-

ary definition of the scalar function. Thus, if ei = 1 and ex, e2, e3 constitute a system of mutu-

ally normal vectors, we have

yi}j=\, yw = 0 (¿=1,2, 3; .7 = 1,2, 3, 4)

and thus
4

<S2 (tin = a¡
¡=i

by the above definition.

¡| See  p. 512 above.
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(3) S(A + B)=SA + SB.
In particidar,

(4) SA = a, Sex + a2 Se2 + ■ ■ ■ + an Sen.

Moreover, if

e=±afei
i=X

is a modulus of the system, in which case

n

Y^afe^. = ee, = e. (i = l, 2, ■■ -, »),

we have

i=l    j=X

and therefore

(5) Se = 1.

Let B' denote the domain of rationality of any given aggregation of scalars

that includes the constants y^ of multiplication of the system. If A belongs

to $&(B'; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en)* S A is rational in B'. In particular, let B' include

every real scalar, and let e,, e2, • • -, en be the units of a real hypereomplex

number system f in which case the constants y{.k of multiplication of the system

are real : then, if A is a number of the system, in which case a,, a2, ■ ■ •, an are

real, S A is real.

By definition
~t      n n n n

(6)

But, since

we have

1   n     n     n     n

"   i=l    j—X    k=l    h=X

(6') 2^*7»«= 53 Y«,?,»* (¿,i,A, ¿ = 1,2, ■•-,«);
*=1 i=l

therefore,
1      w n n n

(7) ^5=-i: e z s^w«,
W   i=1       i=t     fc=t¿=1 j=l *=1 h=l

1      n n n         n

= „I X) Z E*<^7a»7yw
'*   i-l ,7=1 k=\ A=l

~t      n n n         n

"■   t=l =1 k=l A=l

* See p. 513 above.

fSee note p. 511 above.

X By interchange of i and j, and of k and h.
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1    n      n      S      5

-;ZEE Il'AWn-SBA.
'<•   i=l    j=l    k=l    h=l

Let now e'x, e'2, ■ ■ ■, e'n be any second system of units of the number system

obtained from ex, e2, • • •, en by the transformation T of non-zero determinant

defined as follows :

(8)
and let

(9)
Let

a[e'x + a'2e¡ +-(- aV = axex + a2e2 + • • • + anen,

e'i = Tnei + T,-2e2+ ••• + T.-ne» (i = l, 2, ■■-,»);

i'iej = rr'iJie'l  +  V'ij2e2+   •••+   y'ijnen ( i, j = 1 , 2 ,•••,») .

then
Ke'x + b2e2 + ■•■ + KK - &ie2 + &2e2 + • • • + &„e„;

64=Ti*è; + T2*&2 + ••• + t„4^'

that is, in Cayley's abbreviated notation *

(ax,a2,---an) = (T\a'x,a'2,---a'n),

(bx,b2,.--b)  =(T\b'x,b'2,-.-b'n),

where Pis the matrix

(fc = l,2,- -.,»),

L    In 2» r.J
Finally, let

/3; e; + /32e2 + • • • + /3v = (a; e;+a;e; + • • • + «)(&; < + &; e2 + • • •+»>„),

Aei + #,«2 +  • • • + ß„en= («Ie! + «2C2+ • ■ • + «„e„)(6iei + 62e2 +  ' ' ' + &.•„)•

Then
r »

(fl, #,..., #)-

E«í7«, E«;7;2i ••• S«Í7L¿=i t=i ¿=i
n n n

ILKtiXi S «i 7,22 ••    Z¡«¡7,„2
t—-1 ¿=1 i=l

n n n

/lay', J^&'tVjm ■•■ X. Cl'-V-¿—t      x   'tin ¿—t       x   ' rln *-~f      x  * inn

(b[,b'2, ■■-, b'n),

* Memoir on Matrices, Philosophical Transactions, vol. 148 (1858), p. 17.
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(ßx,ß2,-..,ßn) =

X>,-7iu Z«¿7i21 •••     ¿«¿7m
<=i t=i                         i=i

n n                                        n

T,«ifm E«î7sj •"•     £«47M
i=l t=l                                                      t=l

X«¿7iln Z«i7i2„ ■■•   X«,„»

(6,,62, •••,oJ;

moreover,

ß'xe'x + ß'2e'2 + ..- + ß'ne'n = ßxex + ß2e2 +■■■+ ßnen,

and, therefore,

(ßx,ß2,...,ßn) = (Tiß'x,ß'2,...,ß:).

Wherefore,

n n n

X«¡7m     HaWi2x     ■■■     Ha-Winx
i=l i=l i=l

n n n

z«;7ii2 z«;7-22 ■•• x«-7î„2

XX 7n«     E<~7Í*.     •••     Z«Í7¿„

(10)

¿«¿7«! ï>,7i21 •••     Z«¡7„!
i=l i=l î=l

n n n

= T-x   X «i 7il2 X «¿ 7i22 • • •    X «i 7in2
i=l ¿=1 i=l

w n n

X«-7fl„ X«i7,-2n •••     1%,

Whence it follows that the characteristic equations of these two matrices are

identical, that is,

(11)

^-ílaWixx -X«Í7Í2
í=l i=l

n_ n

-X«í7n2 ^-X«;7;2;

— X a'-7-
i=l

ÏI

— X Oj 7-

-Y*aWix„   -XX 7k ••■ ̂ -X«Í7;„
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n n n

*--2>i7<u     -Z«-7i21   •••    -ZX^,
i=i ¿=1 i~\

n n n

-2>,7„2    X-E«¿7,22   •••     -Z«i7in2(11)

Therefore, in particular,

(12)

-¿«<7iln -£«,7a

E  E«¡7^=Z  S «< 7«, 5

¿ «i 7*

and, thus, &4 is an invariant to any transformation of the units of the number

system.

Let

7= yy°>e.
t=l

be any idempotent number* of the system ex, e2, -■-, en; and, let

(13)
We have

(14)

él> = Ie.,

P(1)=Pe.. = P.

„(2). e, — le.

»(i)

ié<2) = le. -I2e. = le. -Ie.= 0

(» = 1,2, •■•,»),

(i = l,2, ---.n).

Thus, for 1 =i = n, the numbers e^1', e(2) are, respectively, idemfaciend and

nilfaciend f with respect to I. Further, any number linear in the numbers éP is

idemfaciend with respect to /, and any number linear in the numbers e(2) is nil-

faciend with respect to I.    Since

(15) e1." + &m (¿=l,2,

every number of the system can be expressed linearly in the 2n numbers of (13).

Let nx of the numbers e^, as e(x\ e2l\ ■ • -, eff be independent ; and let n2 of the

numbers e(P, as e^2', e(2), • • -, e(n2) be independent. Then since, for k = 1, 2 and

i mm 1, 2, • • •, », each of the numbers e('f (and, therefore, any n independent

numbers of the system) can be expressed in terms of the above nx -+- n2 hypercom-

plex numbers, and the latter are independent^ we have nx-\-n2=n.    We may now

*See p. 512 above.

tSee p. 512 above.

Í For, if e?>e?> + ■■■ + <£><> + e2h<2> +■■■ + é%<%> = 0, then

c(.)e(l) + . . . + c(l)e(l) = H C(l)e(.) + . . . + c0)eU) + c(2)e(2) + . . . + ^(2,) = 0.

and, therefore, c,'' = • • • = ci,1) = c<f> = ■ ■ ■ = ¿? = 0.
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show that any number idemfaciend with respect to I is linear in e',1', e^, ■ ■ -, e^ ;

whence it follows that / is expressible in these hypereomplex numbers. Further,

that any number nilfaciend to I is linear in e(2), eí¡2), • • -, e{2). It may be that

n2 = 0 ; but nx = 1. For nx is the number of independent hypereomplex num-

bers in the aggregate Iex for i=l,2,-.-,n; and the n numbers of this aggre-

gate cannot all be zero, that is, nx + 0, otherwise,

n n

1= P = II af e¿ = 2>f Iei= 0.
1=1 i=l

Of the numbers e^, nx — 1 are independent of /. Let e^1', e2l), ■ ■■, e'^_x be

independent of I. Then the n hypereomplex numbers /, e'/' (i= 1,2, • • • nx—1),

and e(2) (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, n2) are independent.    Let

(16)                                                             <+i = e? (¿ = l,2,.-.,n1-l),

<i+i = ¿P (i = l, 2, ••-,«,);

and let y'..k denote the constants of multiplication of this new system of units,

so that

Since

(17)

we have

(18)

k=l

exeJ = ej (i = l, 2, ••-,»,),

e'xe'. = 0 (¿=*i + l, % + 9, •••,»),

y'xjj=1 (i=l, 2, •••,«,),

y'ijj = ° (j = »i + l. »1 + 2, •••,»);

and, therefore, since SI is invariant to any transformation of the units of the

system,
1  ™ n

(19) SI=Se[=nY,yx¡J=^.

If /belongs to U(.ff' ; e,, e2, • • -, en), then, since each of the original system

of units belongs to this domain, it follows that each of the hyper-complex num-

bers e(k), for k= 1, 2 and ¿ = 1,2, • ■ -, nk, belongs to fâ.(B' ; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en).*

Therefore, if / belongs to ß(i?' ; e,, e2, • • -, en), nx = nSI is the number of

independent hypereomplex numbers belonging to 18.(1?'; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en) which

are idemfaciend to /; and n2 = n(l — SI) is the number of independent hyper-

eomplex numbers belonging to J&.(B' ; e,, e2, ■ ■ -, en) which are nilfaciend to I.

Let X be any nilpotent f number, other than zero, of the system e,, e2, • ■ •, en.

* See p. 513 above.

f See p. 512 above.
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Thus, let A7""1-1 4= 0 and Nm = 0. For any positive integer p < m, there is at

least one number of the system, as Nm~p, to which Np, but no lower power of

N, is nilfacient ;* and any such number is independent of the numbers to which

Nq is nilfacient for q <Cp, since, if Nq is nilfacient to Ax, A2, etc., it is nil-

facient to any number linear in Ax, A2, etc. If for 1 <jp = m, Np, but no

lower power of N, is nilfacient to A[, A'2, etc., and if these hypercomplex num-

bers are independent of each other and of all hypercomplex numbers to which

Nq is nilfacient for q<.p, we then cannot have

N»'(cxA'x + c2A'2 + ---) = 0,

for p <Cp, unless the c's are all zero; otherwise, there is a linear relation

between the A"s and the hypercomplex numbers to which Np' is nilfacient.

Let the system contain just nx = 1 independent numbers, as

/(CD     A(X)    ...     A<X)
■^l   ,  -íí2   , ,  -"«i )

to which A7" is nilfacient.    Then, if NB = 0, we have

5 = ícJ(".
3=1

If m > 2, let the system contain just n2 = 1 numbers, as

A<2)      M2) J(2)
-"1   ,  -il2   ) ,  -^nj l

to which N2 is nilfacient, but A7" is not nilfacient, and which are independent,

moreover, of each other and the Am'sf (and, therefore, of numbers to which N

is nilfacient).    Then, if NB =±= 0, and N2B = 0, we have

n\ n?

3=X J=l

where the c's with index 2 are not all zero. If m > 3, let the system contain

just n ÈS 1 numbers, as
J(3)       J(3)     .. ,j(3)

to which A75, but no lower power of N, is nilfacient, and which are independent

moreover, of each other and of the .4(1)'s and ^4(2)'s (and, therefore, of numbers

to which N2 is nilfacient).    Then, as before, if N2B 4= 0, N3B = 0, we have

n, n? n3

B = T, ¿PAV + S ¿PAf + >j c<3M<3\
_ 3=1 J—1 3=1

* See p. 512 above.

fBy this I mean, not only that the ^4<2,'s are independent of each other, and, severally of the

AM'a, but that, if

-L'fAf + ̂ cFAf^O,
3 = X 3=1

the coefficients c are then all zero.
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where the c's with index 3 are not all zero. Etc., etc. Finally, let the system

contain just nm_x numbers, as

J(m-l)      ^(m-l) 4(111-1)
-^-l ' ■a2 î » -"n^.,    I

to which Xm~l, but no lower power of X, is nilfacient, and which are indepen-

dent, moreover, of each other and of the .á(1)'s, J.(2)'s, • • •, Alm~2)'s (and, there-

fore, of numbers to which Xm~2 is nilfacient). Then, if Xm~2B + 0,

Xm-lB = 0, we have

«l n2 nw-i

B = £ cfAf + £ cfAf +... + £ ef-^-áf-1),í=i j=i ^=i

where the c's with index m — 1 are not all zero. We may take X as one of the

j^m-x).. tmig je£ .¿t*»-1) = JV. Let now the system contain just nm = 0 num-

bers, as

1      ' 2      ' ' llm  '

indépendant of each other and of the JL(1)'s, ^l(2)'s etc., and ./F"1-0's (and, there-

fore, of numbers to which A7""'-1 is nilfacient).    Then if A7"'"-1 B +- 0, we have

B = H cfAf + £ cfA& + • • • + X cfAf\
"2

X
j=X   " j=X   " j=X

where the c's with index m are not all zero.    By definition,

(20) XA? = 0 (i = l,2,...,nl);

and, by what precedes, for 1 < p = m,

i,-i

X'
j=l j=X j=l

II ] /to "■»—1

(2i) na™=xt^^+xtw> + • • ■ +x7(¡r'Mrl) (*-l.».--.-»).

since A7*-1 is nilfacient to XA[p).*    Moreover, every number of the system

e,, e2, •••, en is linear in the ,4(I)'s, -¡i(2)'s, •••, J.(m)'s, since with respect to

*Let 1 <p = m.    Since, by supposition, the A^'s are independent of each other and of all

numbers to which N?-1 is nilfacient we cannot have

A'*"1 ( c, A\0 + c2A2p*> +■■■ + cnpAif ) = 0,

unless the c's are all zero.    Therefore,

Np-2 ( c, NA[& + c2 NA[P) +■■■ + <y NA(,PJ ) + 0,

unless the c's are all zero, that is, the numbers NA^i ( í == 1, 2, • • ■, n ) are independent of each

other and of all numbers to which Nr~2 is nilfacient ; moreover,

N"-1 -NAW = NpA<-.rt = 0 «=--1,8.v

But, by supposition, there are but %,—i numbers to which N''-1 is nilfacient, and which are inde-

pendent of each other and of all numbers to which A7''-2 is nilfacient. Therefore, np 35 n,,_i.

Whence it follows that we may put NA'-f =A\*—V ( t = 1, 2, •••,%,).
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every number B of the system either Nm~lB 4= 0, or NPB = 0 for 1 = p < »1.

Therefore, new units e'x, e'2, ■ ■ -, e'n may be introduced by the transformation,

e- =A<f (i = i, 2, ••-,«,),

(22) <+i -¿f (¿ = i,2, •..,»,),

p' _   A («i) / ■_10 \
eni+>»2+ ... +»„_!+< — -™-i \l — x, £, •• -, nm)■

Since

(23) N=Aia)=<+r,+ ...+nm-„

if 7' denote the constants of multiplication of the new units, we have, by (20)

and'(21),

(24) TirHiH-...%*.*" ° (¿ = 1,8, •••,»).

Therefore, since SA is invariant to any transformation of the units of the sys-

tem,

(25)     sn= sj*£>- ^;+n2+...+n„_1 = ±7;1+B2+...+M„.1,^ = o.
3=X

That is, the scalar function of any nilpotent number A of the system is equal

to zero. But if A is nilpotent, so also are N2, N3, etc. Therefore, if A7" is nil-

potent, SNP = 0 for any positive integer p.

Let the number system contain n independent numbers, Ax, A2, ■--, An,

such that

SAX= SA2-SA=0.
i ¿ n

For any number A of the system, we have

A = cxAx + c2A2+--- + cnAn,

and, therefore, by (2) and (3),

SA = c, A4, + c2SA2+--- + cnSAn = 0.

In this case the system is nilpotent ; * that is, contains no idempotent number,

since, if lis idempotent, 81=^ 0.    In particular, if

Sex=Se2=-..= Sen=0,
that is, if

n

E7tó = 0 (¿ = 1,2, ••-,«),
.7=1

the system is nilpotent.

These results may be summarized in the following theorem :

Theorem (1).    Ae¿
n

A = T,aie.
i=X

*See p. 512 above.
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be any number of the hypereomplex number system ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en; let B' denote

any scalar domain of rationality including B ( yiJk ) ; * and let

-inn

'* t=l J=l

Then S A is invariant to any transformation of the units of the system ; and,

if p is any scalar and B is any second number of the system,

SpA = PSA,

S(A + B)= SA + SB,

SAB = SB A.

If eis a modulus of the system, Se = l. If A belongs to ß ( B' ; ex, e2, • ■ • y ),

SA is rational in B'; and if, moreover, A is idempotent, nSA +- 0 is the

number of independent hypereomplex numbers of the system, belonging to

E(Ä'y ex, e2, ■•-, en), that are idemfaciend to A, and n(l — SA) = 0 is

the number of independent hypereomplex numbers of the system, belonging to

lt&(B'; ex, e2, ■ • ■), that are nilfaciend to A. If the system contains any n

independent numbers Ax, A2, • • •, An such that

SAX= SA2= ■■■ SAn = 0,
in particular, if

Sex = Se2 = • • • = Sen = 0,

the system is nilpotent. Finally, if A is nilpotent, SAP = 0 for any positive

integer p; and, therefore, if the system contains n independent nilpotent num-

bers Ax, A2, ■ ■ -, An, in particular, if each of the units ex, e2, • ■ •, en is nilpo-

tent, the system is nilpotent.

Let the fundamental equation of A f be

Q(A) m Am + PxAm-1 + ■ ■ -+pm_xA = 0.

By the aid of this equation we can express A1' for p = m linearly in

A, A2, • • •, Am~x, and consequently, any polynomial in A $ linearly in the first

m — 1 powers of A. Therefore, by (2) and (3), if the fundamental equation of

A is of order m and
SA = SA2=--- = SAm~l = 0,

the scalar of any polynomial

in A is equal to zero.

*See p. 513 above.

f See p. 513 above.

tSee p. 512 above.
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§2.  The idempotent number 1(A).

Let A be any number of the hypercomplex number system ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en;

and let

(26) a(A)m A™+pxA^ + ■■■ + pm_2A2 + pm_xA = 0

be the fundamental equation of A.    Either

Px=P2= ■■■=Pm-x = °

and Am = 0, or the roots of the equation

(27) O(X) m X- +ft\-' + ... + Pm_2\2 +pm_x\ = 0

are not all zero. Let Am 4= 0 ; and let zero be a root of multiplicity v < m

of equation (27). Let the distinct roots, other than zero, of this equation

be \, X2, •••, Xr, respectively, of multiplicity vx, v2, •••, vr; and let

Pxv),P{2v), ■ ■ -iPm-v, wi*n alternate negative and positive sign, denote the simple

symmetric functions of the z'th powers of the non-zero roots of ii ( X ) = 0 ,

X*, X2, • ■ -, X' being counted, respectively, vx^ v2, ■ ■ -, vr times.    Then, since

(XT-,+i + rf>(\*y>- + ... +e,_,(v)2 + ̂ (v)

= X^X" —X^-^X" —X^)"2 ••• (X" — \rr)'*

contains ii ( X ) as a factor, it follows that

,A„y-v+X +pM(A*y-r+ . . . + pW_v_x(A")2 + p<-:lv(A") = 0,*

where

Let now

(28) l(A)m -^- [(A'T-' +p\"\A~y-^ + ... + &_,_,( A>)].
1 m—v

We then have

A"i(A) -A* = —jjp [_(A*y-^ +pf(A>y- +■■■ + p^_v-i(A")2

+ ^)-,(^)]=0.
Therefore,

(29) An(A) = A* = l(A)A";

and, thus, for any positive integer p,

(30) A»+*t(A) = A"+p = l(A)A"+p.

In particular, for any positive integer q,

(31) (A")n(A)=(A"y =:l(A)(A")q;

and, therefore,

(32)      _ i(A)i(A) = i(A).

*See p. 513 above.
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The polynomial ï(A) =$= 0; for, otherwise, by (29) A" = 0, and, therefore,

Am = 0, which is contrary to supposition. By (31), the hypereomplex number

t(A) is a modulus of the number system whose units are the independent

powers of A".    We have

m ^    'W-i-(^)"(^)---(^)-
in particular, if v = 1,

(33a) f(A) = -i— (A-1 +pxX™-2 + ■■■+pm_2X).
Pm-X

Since the coefficients of the polynomial f ( A ) in A are rational functions of

px, p2, • • •, pm_x for the domain B( 1 ), they are rational functions in the same

domain of a,, a2, • • -, an and of the constants yrk of multiplication of the num-

ber system ; * and, thus, are rational functions of a,, a2, • • ■, an in the domain

B(yijk). Wherefore, if A belongs to R(i?'¡ ex, e2, ■■■, en), so also does

i(A), provided B' includes B(yrk).'\ In particular, if e,, e2, • ■ -, en are the

units of a real hypereomplex number system, and A is a number of this system,

so also is f ( A ).

Let B' include B(yi.k). Each of the units e,, e2, ■ ■ ■ en belongs to

ß(i?'; ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ en). Therefore, either one, at least, of the units, as ek, is

not nilpotent, in which case, if A = ek there is an idempotent number f ( A )

belonging to ß(i?'; e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en), — or each of the units is nilpotent, in

which case by theorem (1) the system is nilpotent.

We have, therefore, the following theorems, of which theorem (3) is theorem

I of the Introduction.

Theorem 2. If A = axex+ ■ ■ ■ + anenis any number of any given hyper-

eomplex number system ex,e2, ■■ ■, en, either Am = 0,for some positive integer

m Si n + 1, or there is an idempotent polynomial i (A) in A whose coefficients

are rational functions in the domain B (1) of ax, a2, ■ • -, aa and of the con-

stants yik of multiplication.

Theorem 3. In any hypereomplex number system there is an idempotent

number, or every number of the system is nilpotent. Therefore, in a nilpotent

system every number is nilpotent. %

Theorem 4. Bet B' denote the domain of rationality of any aggregate

of scalars including the constants y{.k of multiplication of any given hyper-

eomplex number system e,, e2, • - •, en : either there is an idempotent number

*See p. 513 above.

t See p. 513 above.

i Pierce, loc. cit., p. 113.
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belonging to JS(i?'; ex, e2, • •■ en), or the number system is nilpotent.     In

particular, in any real hypercomplex number system there is an idempotent

number, or every   number is nilpotent;   and, therefore in a   real  nilpotent

hypercomplex number system every number is nilpotent.

By supposition, we have

(34) fl(X) ■ X"(X- A,)".(X - A2)- • • .(A - A )-.

Let

(35) W(X) = X(X - A,)(A - XA • • • (A - Xr).

Then, if any polynomial ^,gzpc Aq in A is nilpotent, 53SC W contains IF(A).

Conversely, if S5;;, As contains IF(A), ^"c 4' is nilpotent, since then some

power of E^fCjX* contains O(X).    By (30) and (32), we have

(36) A'[A — \lt(A)]"[A — \t(A)]'*.--[A — \f(A)y' = n(A) = Qi

and, therefore, if m  is the greatest of the integers i>,, v2, • • -, vr,

(37) AA[A-Xxi(A)-\lA-X2î(A)]...[A-XÎ(A)]y" = 0.

Further, if

A>{[A-pxi(A)][A-p2t(A)]...[A-Pr,i(A)]}p=0,

then r' = r, and r of the scalars px, p2, ■ ■ •, pr, are equal, respectively, to

A,, A2, • • ■, Ar.    For, from the last equation, it follows that

A*" - ípiA^'-l+... + (-lYpxp2...pr,A"

= A*[A-pxî(A)][A-p2î(A)]..-[A-pr,i(A)],

by (30), is nilpotent ; and, therefore,

^-+r' - x pi v+r'-1+•••+(-1 ypiPt • • • p/v
i=X

contains IF(A), which is impossible unless r' =r and the scalars px, p2, ■ ■ -, p^,

comprise X., X., • • •, X .

Let

f(A) = ±cqA«
q=l

be any polynomial in A such that

A*f(A)-0.
If f( A ) is not nilpotent, then by theorem (2), there is an idempotent polynomial

inf(A), and thus

,=i   ?

!>'
A>I=A^y\f(A)y=0;
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whence, since f(^4) is a polynomial in A", it follows that

f(¿)J=0.

But, by (30), f ( A ) is an idemfactor * of the i>th power of any polynomial in

A ; and, therefore,
I=D = î(A)D = 0,

which is impossible.    Therefore, if

A'±cqAq=0,
q=X

then
p

fc A"
,   q

q=X

is nilpotent.-f    Whence, by (37), it follows that

(38)      {[i-v(i)][i-y(i)]...[4-M(i)]}"" = o

for some positive integer m .    Further, if

{[(A-Pxt(A)][A-p2i(A)]...lA-pr,î(A)]}p = 0,

then r' = r and r of the scalars px, p2, • • •, pr, are equal, respectively, to

\, X2, • • -, Xr.    For, from the last equation, it follows that

A^{(A-Pxt(A)][A-p2t(A)]...[A-p,t(A)yp = 0,

which, as proved above, is impossible unless r =r and the scalars px, p2, ■ • ■, pr,

comprise \, \, ■ • -, \. J

If r = 2, the number system contains at least two independent idempotent

* See p. 512 above.

t Similarly, if A"'f ( A ) is nilpotent, where v' _ v and

q=l

then A"f(A) is nilpotent; and, therefore, f(A)f(A),*xxd thus If (A ) ]" = [f (A )f(A ) ]"
is nilpotent, that is/(.4) is nilpotent. Let v'->v, and let A"'f(A) be nilpotent; then, by

what has just be proved, A"'—»f{ A ) is nilpotent. Therefore, if v' —v 5§i*, /( A ) is nilpotent.

On the other hand, if v' — v > v, then Av'-ivf( A ) is nilpotent ; and, proceeding thus, we may

show ultimately that f (A ) is nilpotent.    In particular, if A'/f(A )=0,f(A) is nilpotent.

t These results may be established as follows.   For 1 = ¿ = r, the polynomial A — /l¡ f (Â) con-

tains both A and A — A¡ ; whereas, A — pf ( A ) contains A — A¡ only if p = A,-.    Therefore,

n[A-Pif(A)]
i=l

contains W( A ) if r' ¡Sir and if the scalars px, p¡, • • •, p,> comprise A,, A2, ■ • ■, Ar, but not other-

wise.    Whence follow the theorems given above.
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numbers.    For then, by what has just been proved, neither A — \t(A) nor

niA-\t(A)-]
i=X

is nilpotent ; and, therefore, by theorem (2), there is an idempotent polynomial

Jin A — Xrt(A), and an idempotent polynomial J in

li(A-\i(A)];
and, by (38)

U= i">'j™' = ( ny = o,

which is impossible if J =■ pi.*

Let A belong to the domain Œt (R'; ex, e2, ■■■, en), where R' contains

R(%-k); and let the factors of ii(X) rationally irreducible with respect to

R' be
x, n^x), n2(x), ..., û((x),

so that

(39) ii(x) = x* [nx(x)yi [n,(x)]'i •• ■ [íi.(x)]':.

For 1 = i = s, the roots of £li ( X ) = 0 are all distinct.    Let

,,Av        ' ílí(X) = X-v + í(¡>X^1+... + a^iX + ^
Í40) (í = l,2,.••,.).

■ (x-xv>)(x-x4«>)...(x-x«)

Then, for 1 = i = s, qx{), q2'', •■ -, ff are rational in R'; and, therefore, since

1(A) belongs to It (R'; ex, e2, en), so also does

(41)    cofA) m [A- X«f(^)] [A - \?t(A)] --.[A- \%t(A)]
(¿ = 1,2, ■•-, s).

By (38),

[û)1(^)co2(^)...o,.(^)]».'

(42)

= (ll{[A-X<fi(A)][A-Xfl(A)][A-X<-n(A)]}j    =0.

Moreover, since no two of the equations fl1(X) = 0, ii2(X)= 0, etc., have a

root in common, and zero is a root of neither of these equations,

Ú"AA)=n{[A-Xfí(A)][A-X?í(A)-].-.[A-X\9l(A)]},
t=i ¡=i

is not nilpotent if a' < «.    Therefore if s = 2, neither &js ( A ) nor

fiU(^)
* For, if IJ=0 and J—pI,  theu pl= pi2 = IJ= 0, and thus p = 0; therefore,  J" = 0,

■which is contrary to supposition, since J is idempotent.
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is nilpotent ; and consequently, by theorem (2), there is an idempotent poly-

nomial I in a>a(A), and an idempotent polynomial J"in

eU(¿).
But, by (42)

IJ= F'Jm' = (&)*' = 0,

which is impossible if J= pi. Since <oi(A) belongs to IS(B' ; e,, e2, • • •, en),

so also do / and J. Therefore, if s = 2, the number system contains at least

two independent idempotent numbers belonging to K(B' ; ex, e2, • ■ ■, en).

Let now the number system ex, e2, ■ • ■, en contain but oïie idempotent number

/.    Then by what has just been proved, if Am +- 0,

fl(A) = A"(A —a)"',

where a + 0.    Further, i(A) = I; and, therefore, by (38),

A — aI= A — at(A)
is nilpotent.    Therefore,

A = al+ X

where X= A — al= A — aï (A) is nilpotent.    If, moreover,

A = PI+ X',

when X' is nilpotent, then, by theorem (1),

pSI= S(pl+ X') = SA= S(al+ X) = aSI;

and, therefore, since SI + 0, p = a and, thus, X= X'. If A is nilpotent,

and
A = pl+X

where A7" is nilpotent, by theorem (1),

pSI= S(pl+ X)=SA = 0;

and, therefore, p = 0. Let B' include B(y..k). At least one of the units

e,, e2, ••-, e is not nilpotent; otherwise, by theorem (1), the system is nil-

potent. Therefore, there is at least one non-nilpotent number A belonging to

ß [i?(7rjt) ; e,, e2, ■■■, ef\ ; and, therefore, since i"=£(.4), / belongs to

ß[^(7u7i)! en e2' •••'e,J- If A belongs to U(B'; e,, e2, •••,en), and

Am + 0, then a is rational in B'; and, therefore, X= A — ai belongs to

ß(i?', ex, e2, ■ ■ ■, en).    Whence follows

Theorem 5. Bet the number system e,, e2, •••, en contain one and only

idempotent number I; and let R' denote the domain of rationality of any

aggregate of scalars including the constants yvk of multiplication of the sys-

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3i
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tern. Then I belongs to ÍL(B'; e,, e2, • - -, en). Moreover, any number A

of the system is separable in one and only one way into the sum ai + X of a

scalar multiple of I and a nilpotent number X, which is commutative with A .

If A is not nilpotent, and Cl(A) is the fundamental equation of A, then

il(X) m A"(A — a)"'.

Finally, if A belongs to E(i?'; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en), X belongs to this domain, and

a is rational in B'.

Let
e^a.I+X, (i = l,2,.-.,n),

where X¡(i = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, n) is nilpotent. Then, by the preceding theorem, /

and X{(1 = i = n) belong to '&\_B(yiJk); ex, e2, ■ ■■, en], and 0^(1=1 = »)

is rational in B(y{.k). The idempotent number / and n — 1 of the units are

independent. Thus let / and e,, e2, • • •, en_, be independent. Then I and

Xx, X2, • • -, A7n_, are independent; and, therefore, we may substitue

e'n=I,        e\ = Xi=ei-a.I        (i=l, 2, ••-, »-1),

for the original units.    Since each of the new units belongs to

EEÄ(7y-4); e,,e2, •••,«.],

the transformation is rational in B(y..k).    Wherefore,

Theorem 6. If the number system e,, e2, ■ ■ -, en contains but one idem-

potent number we may substitute, by a transformation rational in B(yiJk),

new units e[, e2, ■ ■ ■, e'n such that

<2=<>        e""'=0* (¿ = l,2, ••■,» —1).

Let the number system ex, e2, ■ • ■, en contain but one idempotent number /

belonging to E (B'; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en), where E' includes B(yijk); and let A be

any non-nilpotent number of the system belonging to this domain.    Then, by

what precedes,
iî(A) = A"[iî,(A)]'",

where
il,(A) = X"> + 2?>X**-' + - - - + q^_xX + q^

is rationally irreducible in B'.    Since A belongs to E (B'\ e,, e2, • • -, en), so

also does 1(A); and, therefore, i(A) = I.    By (29)

a* [ ¿r> + ¿PA** + ■■■ + giV-iA + <)f (A )1"1 = ß (A ) = ° ;

and therefore, by the theorem given on p. 527,

* This theorem includes the first part of theorem IV of the Introduction.
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(A" + f-fA^-1 + • • • + q<X_xA + f?xiy

= [A^ + g?> A*-1 + ■■■ + $L, A + q[\> f ( A )]■" - 0,

for some positive integer m'.    Whence follows

Theorem 7. Ae¿ the hypercomplex number system ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en contain but

one idempotent number I belonging to ß(-B'; ex, e2, ■•-, en), where R'

denotes the domain of rationality of any aggregate of scalars including the

constants <y..k of multiplication of the number system. Then, if A is any non-

nilpotent number of the system belonging to ß(R'; ex, e2, • • •, en), and

il (A) = 0 is the fundamental equation of A,

n(x)£,x"[o1(x)]-;,

where ii;(X) is rationally irreducible in R'.    Moreover, if

ax(X) = X"> + gfx-»-1 + • • • + qi\lx x + 2tv,
then

(¿" + jf'i"-1 + ... + aiV_, A + qWiy = 0,

for some positive integer m .

Let now ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ en be the units of any given number system containing at

least one nilpotent number ; and let A be any nilpotent number, other than

zero, of the system, — thus let Am~l 4= 0, ^4m = 0. Then, by theorem (1),

SAP = 0 for any positive integer p ; and, therefore,

SA'"-1 = SAm~2 = • • • = SA = 0.

Conversely, let m be the order of the fundamental equation of A, and let A

satisfy the above conditions. Then A is nilpotent. For, otherwise, by theorem

(2), there is an idempotent polynomial i (A) in A; but, by the theorem given

p. 523, it follows from the above equations that 8AP = 0 for any positive

integer^?, and thus Si (A) = 0, which is impossible since i (A) is idempotent.

Therefore,

Theorem 8. If m is the order of the fundamental equation of any num-

ber A 4= 0 of a given hypercomplex number system, and

SA = SA2= • • • = SAm~l = 0,

a fortiori, if 8AP = 0 for any positive integer p, then A is nilpotent. Con-

versely, if A is nilpotent SAP = 0 for any positive integer p.

§ 3.   Classification of the units of an idempotent hypercomplex

number system.*

Let R' denote the domain of rationality of any aggregate of scalars com-

prising the constants yrk of multiplication of the idempotent number system

* See p. 512 above.
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ex, e2, • • •, en.    By theorem (4) there is at least one idempotent number belong-

ing to the domain E(i?'; e,, e2, • • -, en).    Let

n

/=£afe,.
i=X

be any idempotent number belonging to this domain ; and, for i = 1, 2, •••, a,

let
dP = Ie.l,

(43)

We have, for i = 1, 2,

e'P=Ie.-Ie.I,
x x %       '

dP = e.I-Ie.I,

dP = e. — le. — e.I + Ie.I.
x t i x ■ i

(44)
»(3)ei    5

IéP = e^'=dl>I,
I X X '

7ef=0, efl=d\

lef=0 = efl;

and thus, for 1 = i = n, the numbers e^, e(;2), e(¿3), e^4) are, respectively, in the

first, second, third, and fourth of Peirce's groups (mentioned in theorem II of

the Introduction) with respect to the idempotent number _T as the basis.*

Further, any number linear in the e(i)'s (£=1,2,3,4) belongs to the &th

groups with respect to /. f    Since

(45) e. = ef + ef + ef + ef (i=l, 2, •••, »),

every number of the system can be expressed linearly in the 4n numbers of (43).

Let nx of the numbers e(f''of the first group with respect to _T, as e',1', e(2\ • • •, e^,

be independent ; n2 of the numbers elf> of the second group, as e(,2), e(22', • • -, c^2);

n3 of the numbers dp of the third group, as e(,3), e{p, ■ ■■, e1^; and, finally, let

nx of the numbers e(¿4) of the fourth group, as e{x], e(2}, • • •, e^, be independent.

Then since each of the numbers e'f, for ¿=1,2,3,4 and ¿=1,2, • • •, n

(and, therefore, any n independent numbers of the system) can be expressed in

terms of the above nx + n2 + n3 + n4 hypercomplex numbers, and the latter are

independent,J we have nx + n2 + n3 + n4 = n. We may now show that any

number of the system belonging to the kih group with respect to/(l = A = 4)

is  linear   in   e^,   e(24),   ••-,   e(„*'.      Whence   it   follows   that   7"   is   linear   in

* See p. 509 above.

t See p. 512 above.

t There can be no linear relation between numbers belonging to different groups with respect

to /.    Cf. the third footnote on p. 518.
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eil) ) 4l), ■ • •, e(«V • ^e mav> therefore, substitute / for one of these numbers.

It may be that either n2, n3, or ni is zero ; but nx = 1. For nx is the number

of independent hypercomplex numbers in the aggregate Iei I for i = 1, 2, • • •, n ;

and these n numbers cannot all be zero, that is nx 4= 0, otherwise,

1= P=lf\a^e.-I= ¿a(0'/e./= 0.
i=l i=l

Since both / and the units e,, e2, etc., belong to ß (R'; ex, e2, ■ • -, e ), so

also do the numbers ef. Therefore, the transformation from the original sys-

tem of units to the new system of units,

(46)
(i = l, 2, ••-,«,),

ef (i = l,2, •••,»,),

em1+M2+n3-|-i == ei ( l = 11 2,   • • •, n, ),

is rational in R'; and, therefore, the domain ß (AT; e¡, e2, ■ • -, e'n) is identi-

cal with the domain ß (i?'; e\, e2, • • -, eB).* The same is true if we substi-

tute / for one of the units of the first group.

Let us now suppose that the first group with respect to / contains a second

idempotent number J belonging to ß (R' ; ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ ef). We may then by a

transformation rational in R' substitute for the second system of units, regular f

with respect to I as the basis, a third system of units regular with respect to Jas

the basis, each of the units of the third system belonging to ß ( R' ; e[, e'2, ■ ■ ■, e'n ),

and therefore, to ß (R' ; ex, e2 ■ ■ ■ ef). The number of units of the third sys-

tem in the first group with respect to J is the number of independent hyper-

complex numbers in the aggregate JefJ for k = 1,2, 3,4 and i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , nk.

Since IJ= J = JI, we have

JefJ= JI ef IJ=J-Iefl-J=0

for ky> 1, i = 1, 2, ■ ■ •, nk; and, therefore, the number of units of the third

system in the first group with respect to J cannot exceed nx.    But, if

I-J=cxéf + c2é^-r--- + cnie\lf
then

«1 »i

J^CiJefJ= J Tlcief-J= J(I- J)J= J-J=0;

and, therefore, the number of units of the third system in the first group with

respect to J is less than nx.    Thus ultimately, by repeated transformations each

*See p. 514 above.

t See p. 512 above.
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rational in R' we can feel free the first group of any idempotent number be-

longing to ß ( R' ; ex, e2, - • ■, ef) other than the basis. In the system of units

which we shall thus ultimately obtain, we may take the basis as one of the units

of the first group.    We have, therefore, the following theorem.

Theorem (9). Let R' denote the domain of rationality of any aggregate

of scalars including the constants <y\.k of 'multiplication of the idempotent num-

ber system ex, e2, ■ ■ ■, en. Then, there is at least one idempotent number I be-

longing to ß (R' ; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en) ; and we may, by a transformation rational

in R', introduce new units e'x,e2, • • ■, e'n regular with respect to I as the basis,

each of the new units belonging to ß (R' ; ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en), and this domain

being identical with ß (R' ; e[, e2, • • •, e'n). We may take I as one of the

units e[, e'2, • ■ -, e'n. If the first group with respect to I of the system

of units e'x, e'2, •• -, e'n contains a second idempotent number I' belonging to

ß (R' ; e'x, e'2, -- -, e'n), we may by a second transformation rational in R'

introduce a third system of units e"x, e'2, - • ■, e"n (of which we may take I'

to be one) regular with respect to I' as the basis ; each of these units will

then belong to ß (R' ; e'x, e'2, •••, e'n), this domain being identical with

ß ( R' ; e", e2, - ■ ■, e"n ) ; and the number of units in the first group with respect

to I' of the system e", e'2, • • -, e"n will be at least one less than the number of

units of the second system in the first group with respect to I. Therefore, we

may introduce, by a transformation rational in R', new units ex,e2, • • -,en regu-

lar with respect to an idempotent number I belonging to ß (R' ; ex,e2, ■ • ■, en),

and such that the first group with respect to I contains no second idempo-

tent number ; the domain ß (R' ; ex, e2, • ■ -, ef) will then be identical with

ß ( R' ; ex,e2, • ■ -, en).    We may take I as one of the units of the final system.

After the substitution, by a transformation rational in R', of a new system

of units, ef(k = l, 2, 3, 4 and i = 1, 2, •••»%) regular with respect to an

idempotent number / belonging to ß (R'; ex, e2, • ■ -, en), let us suppose that

the fourth group with respect to / contains an idempotent number J belonging

to ß (R'\ ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en). By a transformation rational in R' we may intro-

duce a third system of units regular with respect to J. The units of the third

system in the first groups with respect to J are, then, the independent hyper-

complex numbers in the aggregate Jef'Jior ¿=1,2,3,4 and i =1, 2, ■ ■ ■, nk.

But, since IJ= JI= 0, we have

(47) IJefJ=0 = JefJI    (k=\, 2, 3, 4; ¿=l, 2, .... »*) ;

and, therefore, the units of the third system in the first group with respect to J

are in the fourth group with respect to /. The units of the third system in the

second group with respect to J are the independent hypercomplex numbers in

the aggregate Je'f} — Je^J for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and i = 1, 2 , ■ ■ -, nk. But,

by (44),
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(48) Je? - Jë?J= J le?, -JIe?J=0       ( i = i, 2, ■ ■ -, nx ),

(49) Jef-JefJ=J-Ief-J-J-Ief-J=0 (i=l,9, •••,*,) î
and also

JefJ=JefIJ=0 (¿=1,2, •..,»,),
whence follows

(50) (Jef - Jé?J)I = Jé?I = Jef = Je? - Jé?J (< = 1, 2, • ■ -, n,).

Moreover, by (44), we have

(51) (Jé?-Jé?J)I=Jë?I=0 (¿-1,2, •■-,«,).
Finally,

(52)' I(Jé? - Jef J) = 0 (* = 3, 4;¿=1,2, 3, 4).

Therefore, by (48) to (52), the units of the third system in the second group

with respect to J are each, severally, in one of Peirce's four groups with respect

to /,—namely, in either the third or fourth group with respect to I. Simi-

larly, we may show that each of the units of the third system in the third group

with respect to Jis in either the second or fourth group with respect to /; and

that each of the units of the third system in the fourth group with respect to J

is in either the first, second, third, or fourth group with respect to I. Since

IJ= JI= 0, we may take both I and J as units of the third system. We

have, therefore, the following theorem :

Theorem. 10. Bet B' denote the domain of rationality of any aggregate

of scalars including the constants of multiplication of the idempotent number

system e,, e2, • • -, en; and let the units of the system be regular with respect

to an idempotent number I belonging ioE(fi'; e,, e2, ■ ■ -, en). Then, if the

fourth group with respect to I contains an idempotent number belonging to

E(jT?'; ex, e2, ■ ■■, en),we may, by a transformation rational in B', introduce

new units e[, e'2, • ■ •, e'n which shall be regular both with respect to I and with

respect to J.     Of this system we may take both I and Jas units.

When B' includes every scalar real and imaginary, this theorem reduces to

the theorem on which Hawkes bases his method for regularizing a number

system with respect to each of the idempotent numbers chosen as units.*

§ 4.  Nilpotent hypercomplex number system.

Let e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en he the units of a nilpotent hypercomplex number system.

Then, by theorem (3), every number of the system is nilpotent. Further, by

theorem (8), if A is any number of the system, S A = 0 ; in particular,

(53) Sex= Se,= -..= Seu = 0.

* Hawkes, loc. cit., p. 317.
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Conversely, if the scalar of each of any n independent numbers of any number

system in n units is zero, the system is nilpotent *. Whence, or directly from

theorem (3), it follows that every subsystem of a nilpotent system is nilpotent.

In consequence of a well-known theorem of Scheffers', relating to non-

quaternion number systems,f it follows that, in a nilpotent numbert system,

new units e'x, e'2, ■ ■ •, e'n can be so selected that

71

(54) ei«- = E7,/¡        0\j = l> 2, •■•*; h>i; h>j),
k=h

that is, such that the constants y' of multiplication of the new units satisfy

the conditions

(55) 7y*=0t (i,j =1,2, ...,»; k^i; kSj).

The transformation by which this choice of units is effected can be taken

rational in ß[_ff(7i7.); ex, e2, •••»•„]• For this is true for n = 1, in which

case e\ = 0. Again for n = 2, if there is a number A = axex -\- a2e2 belong-

ing to ß [R(yik) ; ex, e, ■ ■-, ef] whose square is not zero, we may put

e\ = A,        e'2 = A2,

when we have

e;2 = e2,        e'xe2 = e'2e[ = e22 = 0.§

If there is no number belonging to ß [R(y{.k) ; ex, e, ■ • -, ef\ whose square is

not zero, we have exe2 + e2ex = 0 ; ||  and, if exe2 4= 0, we may put

when we have

e'x=0, e'xe'2 = e'2e[ = e'2 =0;^{

whereas, if exe2 == 0 (in which case e2ex = 0 ), the identical transformation,

ex = ex,        e2 = e2

satisfies the requirements.    Therefore, for n = 1 and n = 2, new units can be

* Theorem (1).

f Encyrlopädie der 3Iaihemaiischen Wissenschaften, vol. 1, p. 181.

JHawkes, loc. cit., p. 323.

§ The non-vanishing powers of a nilpotent number are independent, Peirce, loc. cit., p. 114.

Therefore, ¿13 = 0.

|| For in the case supposed e\ — 0, é'¿ = 0, (ex -\- e2 )2 = 0 ; whence follows exe2 -f- e%ex = 0.

If We have e'x =0,e2 =0, and e¡e2=e2e2 = 0 by supposition.    If

e'2e[ =exe2ex=cxe[ + c2e2 = cxex + c2exe2,

then since

0 = exe2-e\ =cxe\ + c2exe2 ■ ex —c2exe2-ex,

either e2 ex = ex e2 ■ ex = 0, or we have c2 = 0, in which case ex e2 ■ ex = cx ex, and, therefore,

0 = exe2.e1e2 = clexe3,

that is cx = 0.
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chosen to accord with (55) by a transformation rational in B(yvk). Finally,

we may show that, if new units can be selected to accord with (55) by a trans-

formation rational in B(y¡.k) for every nilpotent system in less than n units, the

same is true for the given system in n units.

In demonstrating this theorem, I shall assume that, for every nilpotent num-

ber system in less than n units, new units can be obtained by a transformation

rational in B(yiJk) to accord with (55) : first, I show by the aid of theorems (i)

to (iii) below, irrespective of the rationality of the transformation for a system

with less than n units, and without recourse to the theory of groups, that in any

given nilpotent system with n units there are numbers (one or more) nilfacient

and nilfaciend to every number of the system ; second, that certain of these

numbers belong to ]&[B(yi.k); ex, e2, ••-, en], follows from simple con-

siderations ; third, from the existence of such numbers belonging to

E [B(y{.k) ; «,, e2, ■ ■ -, en], the lemma given at the end of this section, and

our assumption, it follows that the theorem assumed for less than n units is true

also of the given nilpotent system with n units.

Let now A = Xî="aie; + 0 be any number of the nilpotent system

€,, e2, ■ ■ -, en. Then, since A is nilpotent, it is nilfacient to at least one num-

ber of the system. Let A be nilfacient to just m independent numbers, as

Ax, A2, •••, Am, of the system. Then, in the first place, A is nilfacient to

any number linear in Ax, A2, ■ • -, A . Secondly, these numbers form a sub-

system by themselves. For, if m = n, e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, e can be expressed linearly

in Ax, A2, • ■ ■, A ; on the other hand, if m < n, and, for l=i = m,l =j = m,

we have
m

A.A.= 5Zc, Ah + B,
Ä=l

where B is independent of A1, _á2, • • -, Am, then

0 = AA.A.= A-A.A. = YJc,AA, + AB = AB,
A=l

which is contrary to supposition.* The system Ax, A2, • ■ -, Am being identical

with e,, e2, • ■ ■, en, or a subsystem of the latter, is nilpoteut. We may now

interchange the order of multiplication and the terms nilfacient and nilfaciend,

when we have

Theorem (i). If A is nilfacient (nilfaciend) to m hypercomplex numbers,

Ax, A2, ■■-, Am, it is nilfacient (nilfaciend) to any number linear in

Ax, A2, ■■■, Am.

Theorem (ii).    Any number .A +- 0 of a nilpotent system e,, e2, • • •, en is

*Cartan, Annales de la Faculté des Sciences de Toulouse, vol. 12 (1898).
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nilfacient (nilfaciend) to just m independent hypercomplex numbers, where

1 = m = n, and these numbers form a nilpotent system by themselves. *

Let A + 0 be nilfacient or nilfaciend to just m < n independent numbers of

the system e,, e2, •••, en, as Ax, A2, ■■■, Am. Then by theorem (ii)

Ax, A2, • ■ •, Am form by themselves a nilpotent subsystem ; and, since m < n,

by our assumption, this subsystem contains m independent numbers

A[, A'2, ■ ■ ■, A'm such that
m

(56) A'iA'j = ^Ja..kA'k      (»,i=l, 2, •••, m\ *>i; k>j).
k=h

I shall now show that there is a number B independent of A'x, A'2, ■ • ■, A'm

such that

(57) BA'i-b{lA'l + bitA't + ... + hiKA'n       (¿ = i, 2, •--, «).

First, if there is any number Bm such that B = BmA'm is independent of the

A"s, then since, by (56),

B¿\ = EmA'mA\ = BmA'mA\ = 0 (¿ = 1, 2, -- -, m),

there is a number B independent of the A"s satisfying equations (57). We

may, therefore, assume that the product of any number of the system e,, e2, • ■ •, en

multiplied by A'm as post factor is linear in the A"s. Second, if there is any

number Bm_x such that B = Bm_x A'm_x is independent of the A"s, then since,

by (56),

BA\ = Bm_xA'm_x -A't = Bm_x-A'm_xA'. = am_ximBm_xA'm (¿ = 1, 2, -■-, ,»-i),

and both BA'm and B-m_xA'm are linear in the A"s by supposition, it follows

that there is a number B independent of the A"s satisfying equations (57).

We may, therefore, assume that the product of any number of the system

ex, e2, ■ • -, en multiplied by A\ (i = m — 1, m) as post factor is linear in the

^4"s. Proceeding thus, we find either a number B independent of the A"s

satisfying equations (57) ; or that the product of any number of the system by

A'i(i= 2, 3, •••, m) as post factor is linear in the ^4"s. We may, therefore,

assume that the last is true. Finally, if there is any number Bx such that

B = BXA[ is independent of the A"s, then since by (56),

m

BA\ = BXA\A\ = B1-A'xA'i = J^aWiBxA'k     (i = l,2, ■••,«; 2£A>¿),
k=h

and since BxA'k for k = 2 is linear in the A"s by supposition, there is a num-

ber B independent of the A"s satisfying equations (57). If there is no such num-

ber Bx, then the product of any number of the system by A'{ (i = 1, 2, • • •, m)

as post factor is linear in the ^L''s; and, therefore since m < n, there is a num-

Cartan.    See preceding note.
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ber B independent of the A"s satisfying equations (57). Similarly, we may

show that there is a number C independent of the ,4''s such that

(58) A'{ C = c{xA'x + ci2A'2 + ■ ■ ■ + cimA'n       (¿ = i, 2, ■ • -, m).

Since B is nilpotent, some power of B is linear in the A"s. Similarly, some

power of C is linear in the A"s. Let Bp and Cq, respectively, be the highest

powers of B and C independent of the ^l"s ; then

(59) Bp^ = ßxA'x + ß2A'2 + ..- + ßmA'm,

(60) Cq^ = yxA'x+y2A'2+... + vmA'm.

From (57) and (58), we derive

(61) BpA'i = ¥ifA'x + b^A'2+--- + b^A'm      (¿ = 1,2, - •-,»,),

(62) A'iCq = éqlA'x+cf2A'2+... + éfmA'm (¿ = 1, 2, - --, „),

Therefore, by (56), (59), and (61),

A' BpB = A' ■Bp+l = 0,

(63) " (¿=l,2,---,m);
v A'B"■ a: = A'■ bpa: = 0

m x m 1

and, by (56), (60), and (62),

C- CqA' = Cq+l-A' =0,

(64) (í = i,2, ••■,«).
¿'- CM' = A'.Cq-A' =0

i »1 1 m

Let us now assume, first, that Am = A'mBp 4= 0.* This number is then, by

(63), nilfacient to at least m + 1 independent numbers .4J, .42, • • -, A'm, B ;

and is, moreover, nilfaciend to A'., A', • • -, A' . If .á(1) = A' B" is nilfaciend

to some number independent of the .4"s, it is, then, also nilfaciend to at least

m -f- 1 independent numbers. On the other hand, if Am = A'mBp is nilfaciend

to no number independent of the ^4"s, then, since Cq is independent of the

A"s, A-2) = CqA' B" ± 0. But in this case, the number A® = CqA' B" is

nilfaciend to at least m -4- 1 independent numbers, since by (64),

C- C"A'mBp= Cq+lA'm.B»=0,
( ¿=1   2   •       m)■

A'.- CqA' B" = A'.CqA' .B" = 0
x m % m

and is, moreover, nilfacient to at least m + 1 independent numbers, namely,

A[,A'2, ■ ■ -, A'm, B. Second, let A'mBp = 0, then since Bp is independent of

the A"s, A{3) = A'm is nilfacient to at least rn -f 1 independent numbers.    If

Since  Am   may   be   nilfacient   (or nilfaciend)   to   numbers of   the   system   other   than

A'x, A2, ■ •-, A' , it may happen A'itBp = 0 (or CqA'm = 0) .
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now A(3)= A'm is nilfaciend to some number independent of the A"s, it is, then,

also nilfaciend to at least m + 1 independent numbers. On the other hand,

if A{i) = A'm is nilfaciend to no number independent of the A"a, then, since Cq

is independent of the A"s, A(i} m CqA'm + 0. But in this case, the number

Aw = CqA'm, which is nilfacient to at least m + 1 independent numbers

(namely, those to which A'm is nilfacient), is also nilfaciend to at least m + 1

independent numbers, since by (64),

C-CA'm = C>+l-A'm = 0,
( ¿ = 1, 2, ■ • ■, m).

A'.-CA' =A.CA'=0
i m i m

Whence follows

Theorem (iii). If the number .4 + 0 of a nilpotent system is nilfacient

(nilfaciend) to just m < n independent numbers, there is a number A ' nil-

facient to at least m + 1 independent numbers and nilfaciend to at least m + 1

independent numbers.

Let now A + 0 be any given number of the system, then, by theorem (ii), A

is nilfacient to at least one number and nilfaciend to at least one number of the

system. Therefore, if A is not both nilfacient and nilfaciend to n independent

numbers, it is either nilfacient or nilfaciend to just m <_n independent numbers,

in which case, by the last theorem, there is a number A' nilfacient to at least

m + 1 independent numbers and nilfaciend to at least m + 1 independent num-

bers. Therefore, if A' is not nilfacient and nilfaciend to n independent num-

bers, it is either nilfacient or nilfaciend to just m <in independent numbers.

But, since m = m + 1, proceeding thus, we must ultimately obtain a number

both nilfacient and nilfaciend to n independent numbers, and, therefore, nil-

facient and nilfaciend to every number of the system.

The conditions necessary and sufficient that A = ^,]z"aiei shall be nilfacient

and nilfaciend to every number of the system are, by theorem (i),

X X ö|7«*e* = X <-hCiej =Ae. = 0 (j = l,2,---,n),
i=X A=l ¿=1

«i7,7, + a2y2jk +... + anynjk=0        fj, * = l, 9, ■• -, »),

n      n n

XX«i7,,7iet=X«ie;e, = e,^ = 0 U'=l, 2, ••■,»),

that is,

and

that is,

axijxk + «í7¿» + • ■ • + «„7,-„* = 0        (i, i= l, 2, • ■ -, «).

Since there is at least one such number A, there is at least one such number

A belonging to H^B(yi.k); e,, e2, • ■ • el . We may, therefore, by a trans-

formation rational in B(y..k), introduce new units e'x, e'2, ■ ■■ , e'n such that

e e'. = 0 = e.e (¿ = 1, 2, • ■ -, n).
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the constants y'ijk of multiplication of the new units being rational in R(y..k).

By   the  lemma  given   below,   there   is,   then,   a   nilpotent   number   system

ex, e2, •-■ ëB_1 such that
K-i

«<«,— Y*iisk\ (f.i—l.*i ■•-, n-l).

By our assumption, we may introduce into this number system, by a transforma-

tion
»i-i

e '=X)T,;,''4 (»'=1,2, ■■•,» — !)

rational in R(y'ijk), and, therefore, rational in R(y..k), new units «j, e2, ■••, en_x

to accord with (55), that is, such that

if] ==■ ^Zy'ijtK    (*>¿=1> 2> '••• n—1; h>i; /<>/).
k=h

When, by the lemma, if
n—1

<' = X)T¿A (¿=1,2, ■••,»—l),
*=i

e" — el»
.i n7

we have
,i— i

«V«y- TLiijA + i'isJL (¿,i=i,2,•••,"; »><! *>./),

e"e" = 0 = e'.'e" ( ¿ = l, 2, ••-,«).

This transformation is also rational in R(y\¡f) and, therefore, in R(y¡Jk); and,

thus, by two successive transformations, each rational in R(y{.k), we may obtain

a system of units whose multiplication table accords with (55).*

Theorem 11. In any nilpotent number system ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en we may sub-

stitute, by a transformation rational in R(yrk), nexo units c'x, e'2, ■ ■ ■, e'n such

that
n

^'j^UlijÁ     (»',.;'= 1,2, •-,»; h>i; h>j).
k=h

Lemma.    Let ex, e2, ■ ■ ■, en be any number system for which

ee.= 0 = e.e„ (¿= 1, 2, • • -, n).
n   i in \ i     * *      *

Then, denoting by y..k the constants of multiplication of this system, there is a

number system ë,, ë2, • • •, én_x in n — 1 units such that

it -X

^-S?H% (¿,¿ = 1,2, •••,*-!),

* Since the constants of multiplication of the system e" , e'2 , ■ ■ ■, e\[ are rational functions of

the coefficients of the transformation for the domain B(y'!jk), they are'rational in the domain

B(rm)-
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which is nilpotent if the system e,, e2, • • -, en is nilpotent. Moreover, if we

introduce new units e[, e'2, • ■ •, e'n and e'x, e'2, en_x into the respective systems

e,, e2, • • ■, e  and e,, ê,, • • •, ëB_, by transformations

tl-1

e. = XT.-4e*< e,' = e„ (i=l, 2, ••■,» —1),
i=l

and
»-i

K = JlTiÁ (» = 1,2, •  .,n—1);
*=i

and, if
n

e;«i = E4«; (¿,j=i, 2, ••-,»),
A-=l

n-1

«ley = Ç^ëj (í,i = l, 2, ■••, n-1),

then

7,>4 = 7<f* A,j], * = 1, 2, ■•-, n-1).

For let e,, e2, • ■ -, e  be the units of any hypercomplex number system such

that

7„0=0 = 7,„; (l,i=l, 2,-•-,»),

that is, such that en e{ = 0 = ei en for >' = 1, 2, • ■ •, n.    Then

11 —J 11 — 1 71 71

2-i 'Yihlljkh = 2-1   i'ml'jkh "T" 7,„¡7/ií.„ == ¿_, laaljkh == Z-i   'ijlAhkl
A = I A=l A=l A=l

71—1 71 — 1

= Z74/*7*h + 7iy„7„w= Z7<,*7»h     (Ui *. l=L 2- ■• '. »-1)-
7i=l A=l

which   is   the   condition   necessary   and   sufficient   that   a   number   system

ê,, e2, ■ • •, e~n_x shall exist such that

n-1

ëiêy=X 7,y,,e,,* (¿,¿=1,2,--,«-1).
A=l

Let

(a,e, + a2e2+ ... + anen)(bxex+b2e2+ ■ ■ ■ + bnen) = (cxex + c2e2 +-f- cnen),

^  (a,ê,+ ... + an_xên_x)(bxêx + ... +&,_1ê,i_1) = (5,ë1+... + 5„_,ê„_1).

Then, since
11 — 1     71—1

C/, = X   X^^-7^ (* = 1,2, •■•,«-!),
f=i   ¿=i

and
ii      » »—i ii—i

c*-X  X«;^7^ = X  2><&,7</*  (*=!.».—.«-!),
i=i  j=i t=i  j=i

we have

* See p. 515 above.
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Let now é'x, e'.,, ■ ■ -, ë'n_x and e'x, e'2, • • •, e'n be new systems of units of the

respective number systems ex, e2, • ■ -, ën_1 and ex, e2, ■ ■ -, en, obtained, respec-

tively, by the linear transformations T and T of non-zero determinant defined,

respectively, as follows,

and

and let

e¡ = T¡iei + T,-2«2+ ' • * + Tft,-l«.-i       (»'=1,2, ---.n-l),

eí = Tüei + T¡2e2+ ■■■ + Tfa-ie»-i>        < = e„    (»'=1,2, ■•-,»-!),

n-1 n—1   n—I

«I^I^^S   ItÍ»7»«*     (¿,¿ = l,2,---,»-l),
a=i a=i  k=i

n 71—1   n—1

<e; = Z7;7l< = Z Z7Ó7,TM.e4-r-7;.ne„     (f,¿ = 1, 2, ■  -, n-1 ).
h=X    k=X

Then, by what has just been proved,

(¿,¿,¿- = 1,2, ••-,» — 1)

(¿,¿ = 1,2, n-1) ;

¿-I 7UK Thk 2-1 Jijh • hk
k=l h = l

and therefore

lijk lijk

for, otherwise, the determinant of Txs zero, which is contrary to supposition.

The number systems ex, e2, • • •, en and ex,e2, ■ ■ •, en_x have the same number

of independent idempotent numbers.    For, if

(65) ( afex +■■■ + afej = afex + - ■ - + af en   ( fc= i, 2, ...,«,),

then

<')=EE«?)«f7, (fc = l,2, ■••,•»),
¿=ij=i

(66)

and

(67) (afex+ ■ ■ ■ + a^_xen_x)2 = afex+ • • ■ + oLV.-i   (*-!.».   ••>«)•

Conversely, from (66) and (67) we obtain (65).    Moreover, if

then
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and, conversely, by (66). Whence it follows that, if e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en is nilpotent,

so also is e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en_x; and conversely.*

§5. Hypercomplex number system with but one idempotent number.

Let e,, e2, ■ ■ ■, en be the units of a hypercomplex number system with one

and only one idempotent number
71

1=1

in particular, ex, e2, • • -, en may be the units of the first group with respect to

I oí a number system in n = n units,; and let B' denote the domain of ration-

ality of any aggregate of scalars including the constants yi.k of multiplication of

the number system. Then, by theorem (5), /belongs to E(7?' ; e,, e2, • • -, en).

Let
n

A = 2Zaiei
i=X

be any number of the system, and let

C=IAI-IA;
then

C2 = 0,        IC=C,        CI=0.

If C =)= 0, there is a second idempotent number in the system, namely, I + pC

for any scalar p +- 0.    For, we have

(I+pC)2 = I+p(IC+ CI) + p2C = I+pC;

and, ii I + pC = al, then

(l-o-)/= l(l-cr)I+pC]I=0;

thus, a = 1 and, therefore, p = 0, which is contrary to supposition.    Therefore,

IAI- IA = 0.

Similarly, we may show that

IAI- AI=0.
Whence it follows that

(68) IA = IAI= AI;

that is, every number of the system is commutative with /.

* Or, otherwise, as follows.    We have

71 n-1 n

T,y¡J>=T,rvj,     T,7»jj=o «=i,2,...,»-D.
j=x j=x ,=i

Therefore, il Se¡ = 0 (i = 1, 2, •••»), then Se¡=0 (¿ = 1, 2, ■•■* — 1) ; and, conversely.    See

theorem (11).
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By theorem (5) any number A of the system is separable in one and only

one way into the sum of a scalar multiple of I and a nilpotent number.    Let

(69) A = al+ N

where N is uilpotent. Since N is commutative with /, it is also commutative

with A.*

By theorem (1),

(70) SA = S(al+ N) = aSI,

where SI 4= 0.    Therefore, if  SA = 0, a = 0, and A = N is nilpotent ; con-

versely, if A is nilpotent, SA = 0 by theorem (8).f

Since IN= NI, IN is nilpotent.    Therefore,

(71) SIA= S-I(al+N)= S(al+ IN) = cxSI= SA.

Let now A be nilpotent.    Then

SI A = SA = 0,

and I A is nilpotent ; and, therefore, there is a smallest positive integer p for

which ( I A Y = 0. Let B be any second number of the system. If p = 1,

then

SAB= 8(1- AB) = S(IA-B) = 0.

On the other hand, if p > 1, and

AB = pl+ N',
where N'm = 0, then

IAB = IAB = pI+ IN',

and, therefore,

p ( I A )"-' + ( I A )»-lN' = p(IA y-lI + ( I A )p-'IN' =(IA)p-l(pI+ IN')

= (IA)"B = 0,

* See theorem (5). Further, if A is not nilpotent, N=A—al= A — af(A) ; whereas, on

the other hand, if A is nilpotent N—A, see p. 529. Therefore, in either case, N is a polyno-

mial in A.

f Again, since A is separable in but one way into the sum ai-\- N of a scalar multiple a of J

and a nilpotent number N, A is nilpotent if and only if a = 0, and, therefore, if and only if

8A = 0.
Let ß ( A ) = 0 be the fundamental equation of the number A of any given idempotent num-

ber system ; and let wi0 be the greatest number of distinct roots, other than zero, of ß ( A ) = 0

for any number A of the system. Then the condition necessary and sufficient that an arbitrarily

given number A of the system shall be nilpotent is SAp = 0 forp = 1, 2, •■-,«)„. If the given

idempotent system contains but one idempotent number / belonging to tí ( B'; ei, e-i, ■ ■ -, en ),

where B' contains B{y-,jk) and A belongs to fi(B,;e1, e2, ■■-, e„ ), ß ( A) = A»- [ßt( A )]»i,

where ß](A) is irreducible with respect to B'; and, therefore, if m0 is the highest degree of

ß^A) for any number A of the system, the condition necessary and sufficient that A shall be

nilpotent is SA1' — 0 forp = 1, 2, ■ ■ -, m0.

Am. Trans. Math. Soc. 36
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that is,

(iAy-]x'=-P(iAy-1;
whence follows

(- py^iAy-' = (-p )*"-»( iAy-w = ■■■ = -p(iA)»-ix""-1
= (IA)»-1X'm' = 0;

and, thus, p = 0.    Therefore, also for p > 1

SAB = pSI=0.

Whence   it   follows   that   AB   is   nilpotent   if   A   is   nilpotent ;   and,   since

SB A = SAB, BA is also nilpotent if A is nilpotent.

If £¿ = 0, SB = 0, then

S(A + B)= SA+ SB = 0;

and, therefore, the sum of two nilpotent numbers is nilpotent.

Let A and B be any two numbers of the system.    Since

S( SI A- SA-I)= SA- SI- SA ■ SI= 0,

and, therefore, SI-A — S A  /is nilpotent, by what precedes,

SI- SAB - SASB = SI- SAB - SA • SIB = S(SI-A - SA ■ I)B = 0,

that is,

(72) SI-SAB = SA-SB.

Let
X'" = (A - alf" = 0.

Then, if S A + 0, and thus a 4= 0,

('*?)['-?+©'—♦ <-^(f)"]'
-7+(-ir(-)   /=/;

and, therefore, if

(,s, *m\[I+(I-é) + (r_a)\...+.(I_ë.y]I

we have

(74) A(I14 - 7= AA&.

If ^4 belongs to E (B' ; e,, e2, • •-, en), where i?' contains i? (7«)i then A7^

belongs to this domain and a is rational in B' by theorem (5) ; and, therefore,

in this case, ^4(1) belongs to E (B' ; e,, e2, • ■ -, en).

By theorem (6) the number   system contains n — 1   independent nilpotent
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numbers which belong to ß(i?'; ex, e2, - - -, en), where R' contains R(y..k).

The system cannot contain n independent nilpotent numbers Ax, A2, • ■ -, An.

For, we should then have

I=cxAx-t-c2A3+ ■■■ + cnAn;
and, therefore

SI= c, SAX + c2 SA2 -j-he, SAn = 0,

which is impossible.* We may take as units of our system e'n = I and any n — 1

independent nilpotent numbers e[, e'2, ■ ■ •, e'n_x belonging to ß ( R ' ; ex,e2, • • •, en ).

The numbers e'x, e2, • ■ ■, e'n_x form a nilpotent system by themselves.    For, let

e'ie'j = r>'iJie'l + y'iJ2e'2+  ■•■+ y'iJn-xe»-X + %ine'n      (»', ¿ = 1, 2, ••-,»-1 ) .

Then, by (72),

1
0 = -SI Se[ • Se] = Se'.e'} = gy'ijUSe'k = y^SI        (¿,¿=1, 2, ••-, n-i);

and, therefore,

7y„=0 (¿,¿ = 1,2, ---,n).

Moreover, since Se'. = 0 for i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■, n — 1, the system e'x, e'2, • ■ •, e'n_x

is nilpotent.

By theorem (11) we may substitute for the units of this nilpotent subsystem

n — 1 units e"x, e2, ■ • ■, e"n_x such that

»»-i

e"ie"i   = Hjliiheh      (»> J = 1> 2, -•-, n —1; A>¿; h >¿ ).
k=h

We have now the following theorem, the latter part of which includes theorem

IV of the Introduction.

Theorem 12. Let the hypercomplex number system ex, e2, • • -, en contain

one and only one idempotent number I ; and let A be any number of the sys-

tem. Then IA = AI; and the condition necessary and sufficient that A shall

be nilpotent is SA = 0.    If B is any second number of the system, we have

SI- SAB'■= SA- SB.

Furthermore, the sum of two nilpotent numbers is nilpotent, and any product

is nilpotent of which one factor is nilpotent.^    Finally, if R' denotes the

*This suffices to demonstrate the theorem proved in the next paragraph. For let

Ax, A2, ■ • -, ^n—i be any n — 1 independent nilpotent numbers of the system. Then, since

AiAj(X = i=n — \, 1 = ¿ = »— 1 ) is nilpotent, it is linear in Ax, A2, • ■ -, ^4„_i ; otherwise,

there are n independent nilpotent numbers in the system.

t For any given hypercomplex number system containing but one idempotent number belong-

ing to fl (B'; ex, e-i, ■ ■ -, e,t), where B' contains B(y¡¡k), it is also true, for numbers belong-

ing to this hypercomplex domain, that both the sum of two nilpotent numbers, and any product

of which one factor is nilpotent, are nilpotent.
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domain of rationality of any aggregate of scalars including the constants

yvk of multiplication of the system, there are systems of just n— 1 independent

nilpotent numbers belonging to E (B'; e,, e2, ■ • ■, e ); and by a transforma-

tion rational in B' we may substitute new units e'n = I, and n — 1 nilpo-

tent numbers e'x, e'2, • • -, e'_, such that

ef = Y)Y<«e* AJ--=l, 2,    ■■, n— 1; h>i; It > j ),
k=/i

e'»e'i "" e'i *" e'iK (¿ = 1,2, •••,»),

the nilpotent numbers e[, e'„, • • -, e'_, thus forming a nilpotent subsystem.

It follows as a corollary of this theorem that, in a' number system regular with

respect to an idempotent number / and containing no second idempotent num-

ber in the first group, no product of a number in the second group as facient

and a number in the third group as faeiend can contain a term involving / unless

the fourth group contains one or more indempotent numbers.
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